
Hawley Primary School Curriculum Overview 2021 - 2022
EXPERIENTIAL COMMUNITY CREATIVITY RESPONSIVE

Art and Design EYFS to Year 6 Knowledge and Skills Progression

Art can be taught weekly or blocked.
There will be an Art week on the 30th January 2023.

Art in EYFS:  Arts covered throughout the year through weekly themes taken from the interests of the children.
A weekly planning sheet is published, and Art work can be identified on it. Weekly enhanced provision is planned to ensure the
children have the opportunity to explore designing and making skills independently throughout the week.

These key aspects underpin learning in each Key stage.

This enables progression.

Our goal for Art and Design education is that children are able to use their creativity to interpret and respond to the world around them, by developing:

● ●  proficiency with art and design skills and techniques;
● ●  understanding of the history of art;
● ●  and the ability to use their skills and imagination to create and express themselves through art.



Nursery: Three and Four-Year- Olds

Art

Physical Development

● ●  Use large-muscle movements to wave flags and streamers, paint and make marks.
● ●  Choose the right resources to carry out their own plan.
● ●  Use one-handed tools and equipment, for example, making snips in paper with scissors.
● ●  Use a comfortable grip with good control when holding pens and pencils.

Expressive Arts and Design

● ●  Explore different materials freely, in order to develop their ideas about how to use them and what to make.
● ●  Develop their own ideas and then decide which materials to use to express them.
● ●  Join different materials and explore different textures.
● ●  Create closed shapes with continuous lines, and begin to use these shapes to represent objects.
● ●  Draw with increasing complexity and detail, such as representing a face with a circle and including details.
● ●  Use drawing to represent ideas like movement or loud noises.
● ●  Show different emotions in their drawings and paintings, like happiness, sadness, fear, etc.
● ●  Explore colour and colour mixing.

Reception

Physical Development

● ●  Develop their small motor skills so that they can use a range of tools competently, safely and confidently.
● ●  Use their core muscle strength to achieve a good posture when sitting at a table or sitting on the floor.
● ●  Develop overall body-strength, balance, coordination and agility.



Expressive Arts and Design
● ●  Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to express their ideas and feelings.
● ●  Return to and build on their previous learning, refining ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
● ●  Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and skills.

ELG

Physical
Development

Fine Motor Skills
● ●  Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing - using the tripod grip in almost all cases.
● ●  Use a range of small tools, including scissors, paintbrushes and cutlery.
● ●  Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing.

Expressive
Arts and Design

Creating with
Materials

● ●  Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour,
design, texture, form and function.

● ●  Share their creations, explaining the process they have used.

Year Drawing Painting Sculpture Printing Collage
Evaluating and
communicating

Year 1

Draw lines of
different sizes
and thickness.

Colour (own
work) neatly
following the
lines.

Create patterns
by adding dots
and lines.

Use thick and thin
brushes.

Mix primary colours to
make secondary.

Name the primary
colours.

Add white to colours
to make tints and
black to colours to
make tones.

Make different kinds of
shapes

Use rolled up paper, straws,
paper, card and clay as
materials.

Use techniques such as
rolling, cutting and moulding.

Use repeating or
overlapping
shapes.

Use a combination of
materials that are cut,
torn and glued.

Sort and arrange
materials.

Describe what I can see and
like in the work of another
artist

Generating and developing ideas from experiences /artists

● ●  Respond to ideas and starting points.
● ●  Explore ideas and collect visual information.
● ●  Explore different methods and materials as ideas develop.

Artists Andy Goldsworthy, LS Lowry,



Vocabulary
pencil, crayon, paint, ink, chalk, paintbrush, pastel, roll, rub, press, dots, lines, shapes, paper, straw, card, clay, repeat, overlap, cut, tear, glue,
sort, materials portrait, landscape, background, foreground, (straight / wavy / sharp / thick / thin etc)

Outcomes

Friends And Neighbours Toys Secret Garden

Experiences

Hampstead Heath workshop, Andy
Goldsworthy collage.

Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood
workshop and observational drawing

Year Drawing Painting Sculpture Printing Collage
Evaluating and
communicating

Year 2
Create different
tones by using
coloured pencils.

Name the secondary
colours.

Create colour wheel.

Add texture to the sculpture
by using
tools(markings/lines)

Mimic print from
the environment
(e.g. wallpapers).

Use objects to
create prints (e.g.

Mix materials to
create texture.

Express clear preferences
about artwork and reasons for
these (say “I like that
because...”)

Ask relevant questions about a
piece of artwork.



fruit, vegetables
or sponges)

Press, roll, rub and
stamp to make
prints.

Generating and developing ideas from experiences /artists

● ●  Respond to ideas and starting points.
● ●  Explore ideas and collect visual information.
● ●  Explore different methods and materials as ideas develop
● ●  Understand the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the differences and similarities between different

practices and disciplines, and making links to their own work. Children can:

describe the work of famous, notable artists and designers; express an opinion on the work of famous, notable artists;

use inspiration from famous, notable artists to create their own work and compare;

Artists Martin Bullinya, William Morris and Turner

Vocabulary
tone, colour wheel, texture, sculpture, charcoal, primary colours , cool, warm, neutral, complimentary , colour-mix, hue, line sketch shade,
blur, smudge tone, movement, pattern (repeated / random), reflection

Outcomes

Africa Victorians The Sea

Martin Bullinya study (painting)

Masks (painting colour mixing)

Wallpaper inspired by William Morris
(printing)

Observational drawing of Victorian
architecture.

Turner study to create (collage)

Observational drawing of a fish (drawing in
variety of media)



Sculpture 3D relief tile (clay) inspired by
architectural features

Experiences

Visit to British Museum (Print workshop) Possible visit to V and A to experience
William Morris designs

Tate Britain visit and workshop

Year 3

Drawing Painting Sculpture Printing Collage Evaluating and communicating

Use different grades
of pencil shade to
show different tones
and textures.

Use sketches to
annotate and
produce a final piece
of work.

Sketch lightly (no
need to use a rubber
to correct mistakes)

Use shading to show
light and shadow.

Use a number of brush
techniques using thick
and thin brushes to
produce shapes,
textures, patterns and
lines.

Mix colours effectively
(predict with accuracy
the colours I mix)

Use watercolour paint
to produce washes for
backgrounds then add
detail.

Create and combine
shapes to create
recognisable forms
(e.g. shapes made
from

nets or solid
materials)

Use clay and other
mouldable materials

Use layers of two or
more colours.

Replicate patterns
observed in natural
or built
environments.

Select and
arrange
materials for a
striking effect.

Cut accurately
and overlap
materials.

Create a mosaic

Take the time to reflect upon what
they like and dislike about their work
in order to improve it (for instance
they think carefully before explaining
to you what they like and what they
will do next).



Year 4

Use hatching and
cross hatching to
show tone and
texture.

Experiment with
creating mood with
colour.

Include texture that
conveys feelings,
expression or
movement.

Add materials to
provide interesting
detail.

Make precise
repeating patterns.

Create a
montage

Regularly reflect upon their own
work, and use comparisons with the
work of others (pupils and artists) to
identify how to improve.

Generating and developing ideas from experiences /artists

To learn about great artists, architects and designers in history. Children can:

use inspiration from famous artists to replicate a piece of work;
reflect upon their work inspired by a famous notable artist and the development of their art skills;

express an opinion on the work of famous, notable artists and refer to techniques and effect;

Artists
Anselm Kiefer, Salvador Dalí, Paula Rego, Gainsborough, Sonia Boyce, Lucian Freud, Howard Hodgkin, Anish Kapoor, Caravaggio, Le Corbusier,
Coco Chanel,

Vocabulary
hatching, cross hatching, painting, drawing, sculpture, collage, textiles, printing, digital media, multimedia, clay, acrylics, focal point, design,
depth, space , negative space, scale, proportion, shape, form, balance

Artists Kimmy Cantrell

Year 3
Outcomes

Forces Of Nature Egyptians Here And There

Fossils Observational study using mixed
media

Self portrait



Experiences

Year 4
Outcomes

Stone Age Raising the bridge The Greeks

Experiences

Drawing Painting Sculpture Printing Collage Evaluation



Year 5

Use a variety of
techniques to add
interesting effects
(e.g. reflections,
shadows,
direction of
sunlight).

To draw simple
objects and use
marks and lines to
produce texture.

Use a choice of
techniques to depict
movement,
perspective,
shadows and
reflection.

Sketch (lightly) before
painting to combine line
and colour.

Create a colour palette
based upon colours
observed in the natural
or built world.

Use the qualities of
watercolour and acrylic
paints to create visually
interesting pieces.

Combine colours, tones
and tints to enhance the
mood of a piece.

Use brush techniques
and the qualities of
paint to create texture.

Use tools to carve
and add shapes,
texture and pattern

Show life-like
qualities and
real-life proportions.

Build up layers of
colours.

Create an accurate
pattern, showing
fine detail.

Mix textures
(rough and
smooth, plain
and patterned).

Regularly analyse and reflect on their
progress taking account of what they
hoped to achieve.

Vocabulary distortion, perspective, reflection, tones, tints, mood, carve, proportions, smooth, plain, pattern

Year 6

Choose a style of drawing
suitable for the work (e.g.
realistic or
impressionistic).

Use lines to represent
movement.

Develop a personal
style of painting,
drawing upon ideas
from other artists.

Use frameworks
(such as wire or
moulds) to provide
stability and form.

Use a range of
visual elements to
reflect the
purpose of the
work.

Combine
visual and
tactile
qualities.

Provide a reasoned evaluation of both
their own and professionals’ work
which takes account of the starting
points, intentions and context behind
the work.



Use shading successfully to
create mood and feeling.

Explain the reasons for
choosing specific drawing
techniques

Generating and developing ideas from experiences /artists

Children can:

1. a  give detailed observations about notable artists’, artisans’ and designers’ work;
2. b  offer facts about notable artists’, artisans’ and designers’ lives;

use key vocabulary to demonstrate knowledge and understanding in this strand:.

Artists
Henri Rousseau, India Flint, Alexander Calder, David Oliveira, David Hockney, Man Ray, Fernand Léger, Alfred Wallis, Hokusai, Frida Kahlo,
Joaquín Torres-García, Leonora Carrington, Diego Rivera, Beatriz Milhazes, Carlos Páez Vilaró, John Singer Sargent, Ansel Adams, Helen
Frankenthaler, Frank Lloyd Wright, Jean- Michel Basquiat, Mary Cassatt

Vocabulary abstract impressionist, mood, atmosphere, vision, rhythm, unity, variety, value, contrast, comparison,

Year 5
Outcomes

War and Peace Shared Planet Variety of Life

Experiences



Year 6 Artists Peter Randell-Page Chuck Close John Constable Heaton Cooper Alison Cooper William Blake John Lawrence

Vocabulary abstract impressionist, mood, atmosphere, vision, rhythm, unity, variety, value, contrast, comparison,

Year 6
Outcomes

We are made by History Who's in the Mirror? Inheriting the World

Sketching inspired by British artist Peter
Randall-Page

Self  portrait inspired by the artist Chuck Close
(Drawing)

To sculpt a dragon’s eye  (sculpture)

Construct and paint African masks (sculpture)

Heath landscape collage using fabric in the
style of textile artist Alison King (Collage)

John Constable Heaton Cooper.  Comparison
of two different artists.
Maybe a written piece?

Children create a landscape painting of their

habitat for their invented species. (Painting)

Linked to STEAM project

Printing Block lino or wood print

Experiences

Trip to National Gallery

British Museum

Hampstead Heath using cameras

https://www.peterrandall-page.com/
https://www.peterrandall-page.com/



